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ABSTRACT
In contemporary society people constantly are facing situations that influence appearance of serious diseases. For the development of intelligent decision support systems and services in medical and health domains, it is necessary to collect huge amount of patients’ complex data. Patient’s multimodal data must be properly prepared for intelligent processing and obtained results should be presented in a friendly way to the physicians/caregivers to recommend tailored actions that will improve patients’ quality of life. Advanced artificial intelligence approaches like machine/deep learning, federated learning, explainable artificial intelligence open new paths for more quality use of medical and health data in future. In this paper, we will focus on presentation of a part of a novel Open AI Architecture for cancer patients that is devoted to intelligent medical data management. Essential activities are data collection, proper design and preparation of data to be used for training machine learning predictive models. Another key aspect is oriented towards intelligent interpretation and visualisation of results about patient’s quality of life obtained from machine learning models. The Architecture has been developed as a part of complex project in which 15 institutions from 8 European countries have been participated.
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1. Introduction

We are witnesses that contemporary society is constantly coping with serious stressful events and global health situations (like bird flu, dengue virus, the COVID-19 pandemic, etc.). Therefore, people everyday face situations that can negatively influence their health. Some studies (Cohen et al., 2019) present relation between stressful life events and health, and the role of stressors in increasing critical disease risks (Chida et al., 2008). Additionally, the population is getting old and more people suffer from different comorbidities and multi-morbidity (Fan et al., 2021; Kingston et al., 2018). Such circumstances raise awareness and importance of taking care of health status of population and necessity of the development of sophisticated devices, tools and general high-quality clinical/hospital information systems (He et al., 2019; Schulz et al., 2019). Improvements of health-related quality of life (QoL) aspects (link 1) are important and widely recognised in therapies and follow-ups of serious diseases survivors. Apart from usual health problems like anxiety, sleep disorders, mental impairment, and so on (Norbye et al., 2022), cancer patients experience a serious disruption of important QoL aspects during active oncotherapy period or follow-up care like pain, appetite loss, psychological difficulties, sexual dysfunction, and so on (link 3).

For the development of sophisticated software services that can help patients to successfully cope with everyday activities, it is needed to collect and properly integrate wide spectra of complex data. As addition to traditional clinical data, it is necessary to collect data from other sources like smart wearable devices, environmental and nutritional data, data about patients’ personal experiences, and so on. Collected data represent starting point for application of a range of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) methods with intention to find out and offer reliable and trustworthy solutions for patients’ therapies, treatments, recommendations and interventions. Usually results achieved after AI/ML data processing are in format that is not acceptable and friendly for physicians and it is needed to process them further to reach more understandable forms (He et al., 2019). However, in any stage of managing, using, analysing sensitive patients’ medical and health data it is necessary to take care of privacy protection (Kalloniatis et al., 2021). Modern approaches in medical and health data management support more appropriate interventions, and usually more personalised treatments (Claeys & Vialatte, 2014; Ivanović & Ninković, 2017; Ivanovic & Balaz, 2020). Considering several modern medical and health systems, it is possible to recognise crucial subsystems of a typical “Health AI system” (Ivanovic et al., 2022).

1) **Data management subsystem.** It is responsible for secured collection of patients’ data from multiple sources (Siddique et al., 2018). This stage of data management encompasses the aggregation of heterogeneous data, curation and preparation in formats appropriate for application of AI/ML approaches. During all activities, privacy preservation of patients’ data must be guaranteed.

2) **Subsystem for intelligent data processing.** It is responsible for comprehensive and intelligent data processing and analyses of computed results. Usually, characteristic patterns
of behaviours are recognised, and powerful predictive models are generated that support treatment recommendations, quality of life predictions and tailored interventions for patients.

3) **Intelligent/smart interface.** This subsystem usually represents connection between patients’ data and results achieved by AI/ML subsystem. To obtain trustworthy insights of the patient’s health the interface is usually implemented using powerful AI techniques (like explainable AI – XAI, data visualisation, virtual agents, etc.). Interface uses results achieved by AI/ML models and suggests adequate, personalised treatments, interventions, various activities, nutrition and other actions to increase patients’ QoL. To make results of predictive models more understandable to end-users, (usually physicians) XAI methods like Shapley Additive exPlanations, LIME, Anchors, Textual Explanations of Visual Models, Integrated Gradients are used (Holzinger et al., 2022), and adjusted to different kinds of devices.

Under our ASCAPE project – Artificial intelligence supporting cancer patients across Europe (https://ascape-project.eu/), an innovative and unique AI/ML-based Open Architecture for personalised treatment of breast and prostate cancer patients has been developed. In ASCAPE Open AI Architecture, the three subsystems with similar functionalities are implemented. In this paper, we will attempt to highlight the importance of patients’ data management and present essential functionalities of ASCAPE Architecture achieved within first and third subsystems. Also, we will briefly present crucial functionalities of Cloud/Edge approach which is adopted in our architecture for personalised medical decisions (Ilić et al., 2023; Tyler et al., 2020; Venne et al., 2020).

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we will present several modern systems that support cancer patients and briefly compare them with our approach. Section 3 considers essential and modern aspects and complex management of multi-source and multimodal medical and health data. Section 4 is devoted to presentation of crucial functionalities of our approach with special attention on data management, i.e. collection and aggregation of cancer patients’ data and presentation of results of predictive models in user-friendly form for physicians. Brief discussion on current implementation of ASCAPE architecture and possibilities for its future use is given in Section 5. Concluding remarks are pointed out in the last section.

### 2. Contemporary intelligent cancer-related projects

In recent years, the European Commission (https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation_en) has been financing a number of large projects with focus on health, medical and wellbeing domains. Among them, a group of projects was oriented towards developing intelligent architectures and adequate services to improve support for cancer patients, addressing QoL aspects on the basis of analyses of complex patients’ data. The main result of the ASCAPE project is implementation of an innovative Open AI architecture and its main functionalities to propose tailored actions for breast and prostate cancer survivors to improve their QoL aspects. However, in this paper, it is not possible to present all innovations and solutions achieved within three years of project duration. We decided to put main
focus on data management from two essential aspects. First, we will concentrate on preparation of multisource data for AI/ML processing. Second, we will focus on visual intelligent representation of results obtained from AI/ML predictive models after data processing.

In the rest of the section, our intention is to present current state of the art in cancer patients’ treatment. We will briefly present several projects related to ASCAPE but also, we will mention results from several related papers.

ONCORELIEF (https://oncorelief.eu/) is a project focused on patients with two kinds of cancer: Acute Myeloid Leukaemia and Colorectal cancer. The motivation of the project is based on the fact that the burden of cancer is rising globally but also that recent improvements in early detection and therapeutic treatment have improved cancer survival and follow-up care. The development of adequate user-centred AI System allows the utilisation of big datasets to facilitate the integration of QoL assessment instruments. The focus in the system is on the improvement of post-treatment health status, increase the overall wellbeing and follow-up care of cancer patients. The proposed framework includes rather standard components for data processing, using AI models and providing personalised support for patients in post-treatment activities and tasks. Primary it suggests actions regarding the patients’ overall health through an intuitive smart digital assistant (Guardian Angel). In terms of data management, the ONCORELIEF system merges data from various sources but relies on collecting them on a central infrastructure for the purpose of training ML models. The distributed style of processing datasets from different health institutions and existence of local and global AI/ML models produced by contemporary Federated Learning paradigm is missed from this architecture. However, the ASCAPE architecture is highly based on Federated Deep Learning and distributed data processing using modern approaches for security and privacy preserving patients’ data.

Another noteworthy project is BD2Decide (http://www.bd2decide.eu/) which aim is to develop a more precise prognostic prediction in cancers of the Head and Neck Region (HNC). The main intention of developed system is to support the first-line treatment, i.e. to maximise the therapeutic results and minimise the impacts of HNC therapy. BD2Decide has been developed a decision support system (DSS) that combines existing data and advances of existing personalised prognostic models with technologies for data visualisation to decide about HNC patients’ treatment. The clinical DSS is meant to provide the facilities that allow physicians to manage the patients’ data at the typical stages of diagnosis, treatment and follow-up. BD2Decide should help a physician to decide based on evidence medicine but also on scored prognostic factors derived by the system, specific for each individual and for the reference populations. Therefore, the goal is that the physician can better react having available visualisations showing how the patient is positioned with respect to the reference population. Several data management components and functionalities are developed (Deliverable D2.3; Deliverable D5.1): (a) Data collection from different sources (even images and some genomics data); (b) Preparation and training of several models (Imaging, Statistical, Genomics); (c) Development of dashboard and visual analytics tool for patient-physician and physician-physician communication. Within the project, data and patients from several hospitals were considered in implementation of the DSS. However again, comparing to ASCAPE, this system relies on a centralised infrastructure and collecting data from the various hospitals in central repository. In our approach and architecture, high priority is put on privacy data protection and security in distributed environment. Innovative aspect of our approach is based on use of advanced techniques like
Differential Privacy (DP) and Homomorphic Encryption (HE) within Federated Learning (FL) style.

The project that has several similar aspects with ASCAPE is FAITH (https://www.h2020-faith.eu/) – a Federated Artificial Intelligence solution for moniToring mental Health status after cancer treatment. The project aims to provide an AI application based on FL that remotely identifies depression marker in people that have undergone cancer treatment. Initial validation of the system is done on the data gather from lung and breast cancer survivors in three hospitals. Within the system data on lifestyle, but also clinical and behavioural data are considered. Based on AI models, the aim is to identify parameters that reveal the transition from the healthy state to the initiation of depression. Similarly, as in ASCAPE, this approach is based on FL paradigm and training global AI models that will be used in hospitals on their local data. Within the project, data about patients are collected every 3 months for a 12-month period, concentrating on identifying and analysing depression markers in data pertaining to sleep, voice patterns, activity and nutrition. However, in our approach not only depression is considered but all together 15 QoL aspects for breast and 12 QoL aspects for prostate cancer are considered to be predicted using developed AI/ML models. Additionally, the ASCAPE predictive models were initially trained on huge dataset of already existing cancer patients’ data concerning longer period and history of illness, starting from 3rd month up to 10 years.

ASCAPE project is one of the research efforts in that same space. Its’ aim was to address the QoL aspects of breast and prostate cancer patients, providing a privacy preserving ML-based framework supporting both Federated Learning and Homomorphic Encryption for decision support to physicians providing personalised predictions and interventions for their patients on the basis of data coming both a multitude of sources (EHR, clinically validated Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PREM) questionnaires, wearables, open data, etc.). It serves as a prime example of the State-of-the-Art in research in this space as: (a) while its piloting stage was meant to be focused on breast and prostate cancer, its overall design and architecture produced an extensible, adaptable Open AI framework that can be usable in both future research and integrated into clinical practice, (b) even in the context of the two cancers it addresses in the context of its piloting phase, it builds up a particularly rich data model combining data from diverse sources as inputs and aspires to give to physicians outputs/results of direct relevance to the care of their patients including both predictions and intervention suggestions and (c) it goes beyond standard input data management as it aims to provide a scalable privacy preserving AI infrastructure that does not require that patient data are revealed to a centralised ML Cloud in order for models to be built from the data of multiple centres, i.e. health institutions (hospitals, primary care centres, etc.).

In this last respect, projects such as ASCAPE and FAITH, offer a technological answer to the multifaceted privacy concerns healthcare providers are faced with when considering contributing with their data to help improve ML models and make them more relevant to their patients, problems that projects such as ONCORELIEF and BD2DECIDE fail to address. At the same time, ASCAPE is quite ambitious with respect to the decision support it provides, and it can do so, because its suggestions and predictions are presented to physicians who may use their own expertise and understanding of their patients to filter the ASCAPE predictions and recommendations and not directly to patients. Due to its flexibility, the ASCAPE architecture can be adapted to different scenarios and applications (Lampropoulos et al., 2021). Its current application to breast and prostate cancer patient monitoring
includes highly rich and complex data about patients, treatments, interventions, follow-ups; it considers 27 QoL aspects, uses a wide range of predictive AI/ML models combining training and using three kinds of models, local and global via Federated Learning and Cloud-based homomorphically encrypted models; privacy preserving based on modern approaches as Differential Privacy and Homomorphic Encryption; more complex AI/ML architecture that offers high-quality and trustable data visualisation for physicians based on XAI methods and friendly dashboard user-interface. Thus, exploring the ASCAPE architecture and overall design significantly serves to highlight important aspects of a broad family of systems, especially because it includes an amalgamation of features that other projects may or may not have and packages them in one comprehensive Open AI framework (Deliverable D1.1; Deliverable D2.4; Deliverable D4.1).

QoL is important aspect studied in different cancer-related diseases (Sinha & Heuvel, 2011; Saadat et al., 2017; Link 1) as one of common chronic conditions nowadays. Some successful applications of QoL prediction in this area include: the comparison of the pre and the post-treatment QoL in cervical cancer patients (Kumar, 2014) as well as the prediction of five-year lung cancer survival on the basis of QoL aspects (Sim et al., 2020). However, to the best of our knowledge, ASCAPE project results represent the first efforts to develop a QoL prediction model for breast and prostate cancer patients as they are among the most widespread cancers of male and female population. For example, in the paper (Yang et al., 2021), authors focus on prostate cancer patients but consider only one type of intervention while within ASCAPE we consider wide range of them (see Figure 5).

3. Health and medical data management – several key aspects

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are usually the core source of patient’s data both in modernised clinical settings but also in intelligent health solutions explored in a research context. Such records keep data of various important aspects of a patient (like clinical information, diagnoses, medication, treatment, etc.) and provide a more comprehensive and longitudinal view of the patient’s health. They also incorporate information sources outside traditional which may include Patient Reported Outcome Measure (PROM) questionnaires, nutritional, activity tracking and other data that help present a more complete view of a patient’s health. Additionally, the collection of a patient data from other diverse and multiple sources is necessary prerequisite for obtaining richer datasets and reliable results of its processing (Autexier et al., 2022). From this point of view, interesting example is the CrowdHEALTH project (Gallos et al., 2019). It is focused on the combination of patient’s data from various sources in order to form Holistic Health Record. Within the project, an integrated holistic platform is developed that incorporates big data management mechanisms: acquisition, cleaning, integration, modelling, analysis, information extraction and adequate powerful interpretation (Kyratzis et al., 2017). In ASCAPE project, patients’ data records also contain data collected from multiple sources and similar big data management mechanisms are applied.

After collecting patients’ data from multiple sources, the next logical step in medical systems is to select adequate AI/ML techniques for curation, cleaning, managing, modelling and processing the data to achieve high-quality results and outcomes. Obtained results are further exploited and usually presented to physicians and/or caregivers in understandable, trustworthy and user-friendly manner.
Contemporary development of reliable medical DSS is based on integration of “traditional” medical and health data sources with novel ones like data from smart and wearable devices, IoT and sensors generated data, open data, environmental data, etc. (Hiremath et al., 2014). Due to their capacity for continuous data recording, wearable devices (Wu & Luo, 2019) support the collection of huge amounts of patient’s data such as heart rate, number of steps, calories burned, sleep stages, and so on. Such additional sources of patient data can increase the reliability of developed predictive models. Within ASCAPE, AI/ML/FL-based architecture wearable devices are used to improve personalised treatments and interventions of cancer patients. Wearable devices also facilitate connection between physicians and patients and offer great potential to support and even increase medical decisions quality.

However, apart from care of developing services that can help cancer survivors in improving their QoL aspects, it is important to consider cancer survivors personal experiences. For this purpose, numerous questionnaires/instruments to measure cancer patient’s individual views of his/her health status are usually used. Two widely used measures are PROMs (Patient Reported Outcome Measures) and PREMs (Patient Reported Experience Measures). From that point of view, it is valuable to acquire early reliable predictors and QoL aspects over time to improve treatment decisions and especially follow-up strategies. Medical systems should support the utilisation of Holistic Health Records, powerful AI/ML approaches that facilitate the integration of QoL instruments (like PROMs and PREMs), implementation of a user-centred communication interface and personalised support. All these comprehensive instruments are also incorporated in ASCAPE data management subsystem using emergent technologies nowadays.

To process and use for different purposes rich patients’ health records, various health terminologies and ontologies have been used to achieve great level of standardisation and unification of data representations. A health terminology represents a kind of “language” used to code entries in EHRs and other medical and health data and there are a range of them: various International Classification of Diseases, ICD-9, ICD-10, IDC-11, LOINC, CPT, SNOMED CT, and so on (Link 4). Such terminologies are important for obtaining interoperability between systems and for integrating data; exchange of data between systems as codes from different systems have to be compatible; and are standards for obtaining mapping of various vocabularies and smooth “communication” between independent medical and health systems.

SNOMED CT – Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms is a comprehensive, computerised healthcare terminology widely used in medical and health information systems in numerous countries (Lee, Cornet, et al., 2013). It obtains higher level of interoperability between different data sources, health information systems (HIS), and services. Medical and health data represented in such standard forms can be later easier transformed in some other formats more suitable for AI/ML data processing.

Finally, in medical systems, it is important to follow Health data models from international standards and among frequently used is HL7 FHIR – Health Level 7, Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources. It supports six major categories of resources and possibility to present the content of the FHIR resources in widely used formats like XML, JSON, Turtle and other facilities to create a clinical data model that includes interoperability artefacts composed of a set of modular components.
The process of data aggregation is an important step in producing compact patients’ health records combining information from multiple sources. Aggregate management offers important insight in patient’s health status (Lahiri et al., 2019). ASCAPE data management and clinical data model are essentially based on SNOMED CT and HL7 FHIR standards (see simple example in Figure 2).

Another vital aspect in processing sensitive medical and health data is privacy preserving (Siddique et al., 2018). To prevent discovering personal patients’ data at any stage of processing and using achieved results, numerous techniques for de-identification are developing and using in practical solutions: Character/record masking, Shuffling, Anonymisation, Collectively de-identification, Pseudonymisation, Generalisation. Some well-known and widely used privacy preserving techniques include K-anonymity, L-diversity and T-Closeness. However, recent, and reliable techniques as Differential Privacy and Homomorphic Encryption are getting to play crucial role in Cloud/Edge medical and health architectures for processing complex patients’ data (Kaissis et al., 2020).

DP is the systematic randomised modification used for processing data in order to reduce information about the single patient (Ficek et al., 2021). The term represents the umbrella of possible techniques and implementations starting from simple random shuffling of the input data to the introduction of noise to the dataset (for example Gaussian, Laplace or Exponential mechanisms) (Ji et al., 2014). Local DP ensures privacy at the source of the data, which is well suited for medical applications, but also for Federated Learning applications that enhance EHR data with additionally collected data from smartphones/wearable devices. Within ASCAPE, Laplace DP is used for introduction of noise to the dataset and experimental results showed its efficiency (Deliverable D2.4; Savić et al., 2023).

HE is security preserving technique that enables arithmetic operations on ciphertexts without need to decrypt original data. It is a popular way for protecting sensitive patients’ data leakage within FL and in distributed environments. HE refers to homomorphism in algebra and includes multiple types of encryption schemes where the encryption and decryption functions are homomorphisms between plaintext and ciphertext spaces. HE approaches perform computations on encrypted data without decrypting it, resulting computations are left in an encrypted form and they are identical as those get from unencrypted data (Kaissis et al., 2020; Park & Lim, 2022).

Depending on general organisation of specific medical platform, it can consider and analyse patients’ datasets from arbitrary number of health institutions. Such system can train and lately use AI/ML predictive models considering common knowledge gained from all available datasets. Such types of platforms adopt distributed data processing based on powerful AI/ML predictive models. Closely related to such approach is employment of Federated Learning which significantly reduces the risk of data privacy being compromised. FL is based on existence of multiple Edge nodes, i.e. clients (in ASCAPE case health institutions), that work together to train a single model organised and stored on single server, i.e. Cloud.

An FL system has two actors: multiple Edge nodes and the Server/Cloud. The Server coordinates the training process between all Edge nodes that participate in the construction of a global model. Each Edge node receives a copy of the global model to be trained and
updates it based on available local data in particular Edge node. When training phase is finished all Edge nodes are participating in the training send their updated model’s weights back to the Server to synchronise them and produce unique global model.

In such an approach, sensitive patient’s data remain decentralised and FL keeps the data at health institutions (locally) and transfers only models’ updates to the main server. Predictive models created and trained on local nodes’/Edges’ data are participating in creating global/centralised federated models. This is succeeded by distributing the model architecture and initial weights to all Edge nodes participating in producing a global/federated model. Furthermore, Edge nodes train their copy of the global model on local data. When training is finished achieving satisfactory results, updated weights are sent back to the FL Server (Cloud) to contribute to creating new or updating existing common global/central model (Ivanovic et al., 2022; Ilić et al., 2023). Presented approach is adopted in ASCAPE architecture as well.

All approaches, standards for data representation and technologies mentioned in this section are crucial in managing medical and health data in contemporary systems’ development. They represent modern, efficient, reliable and promising approaches, for application in contemporary and future intelligent, personalised medical systems, that constantly evolving. Additional quality that they offer is based on high support of interoperability between different systems, high performances of execution in distributed environments, and reliable security and privacy data preserving.

ASCAPE AI Open Architecture at the moment encompasses four health institutions and all data management activities, training and evaluation of AI/ML/FL predictive models, visualisation and explainability of obtained results/outcomes were performed using datasets from some of these institutions. From the beginning, we faced the great differences between available datasets as they contained distinct features, i.e. predictive and target variables. So, to introduce unification and systematisation among different datasets the only logical solution was to use some of widely spread and accepted standards for medical and health data representation and in such a way support integration of data from different datasets and support common data processing. It was logical to select SNOMED CT and HL7 FHIR as open source and widely accepted standards in medical and health institutions and systems. Such decision guaranties greater possibilities for extending ASCAPE architecture and inclusion of arbitrary number of new health institutions that would like to use great functionalities that ASCAPE solution offers.

4. ASCAPE – an innovative approach for supporting cancer patients quality of life

With appropriate medical treatment and support, more and more people suffering from different critical diseases, including cancer, survive and go about their everyday routine activities. When receiving adequate treatment tailored to their needs, patients can cope with illness’ negative effects and hopefully increase their positive experience and QoL aspects. Different personalised services that support individuals in their activities is a modern approach also crucial for medical and health domains (Burmester, 2018; He et al., 2019; Ivanovic et al., 2022; Sim et al., 2020).

QoL aspects are getting essential for cancer survivors (Sim et al., 2020; Tzeves et al., 2022). Complex patient’s data collected from multiple sources are essential for achieving
higher quality of supportive services. Patients’ data represent starting point of complete data management, preparation of data for application of powerful AI/ML approaches that lead to better predictions, interventions, treatment recommendations to achieve good health status. However, before applying AI/ML techniques diverse data must be prepared in an adequate way as unclean and incorrect data can lead to wrong results and bad health decisions. Contemporary medical systems should utilise patients’ big datasets integrated with QoL instruments, make more power and reliable AI/ML inference mechanisms, support user-centred communication, visualise results of AI predictive models employing effective XAI techniques, improve personalised support, and so on. Such holistic approach should: improve post-treatment patients’ health status and QoL, follow-up the patients to meet their needs; but additionally, to support predicting the status of new patients.

In the rest of the section, we will present unique, innovative ASCAPE Open AI Architecture with its essential functionalities. Special attention will be paid to data management from two perspectives: (1) preparation of cancer patients’ datasets in standardised form and its transformation in adequate form for application of AI/ML/FL approaches to build predictive models and (2) use of intelligent approaches to realise Dashboard with effective visualisation of predictive models’ results tailored for particular patient.

4.1. The ASCAPE – architecture of intelligent system for supporting cancer patients

The ASCAPE architecture is organised in contemporary manner as Cloud/Edge computing framework that supports privacy-preserving AI/ML/FL approaches. It (see Figure 1) consists of ASCAPE Cloud and, generally speaking, arbitrary number of the ASCAPE Edge nodes. Current prototype that is implemented and evaluated includes four Edge nodes, i.e. project partners health institutions. The ASCAPE Cloud coordinates the training of Federated Deep Learning global models on Edge nodes and trains Homomorphic Deep Learning models based on homomorphically encrypted data at Edge nodes. The ASCAPE employs two contemporary privacy preserving ML technologies:

**Federated Deep Learning** that obtains global models. Such models are built on knowledge derived from data from all Edge nodes that participate in FL without need to transfer the data to the Cloud and training the global model on the local Edge node data.

**Homomorphic Deep Learning** supports training of Cloud-based models using homomorphically encrypted data from Edge nodes. When such models are used for inference based on homomorphically encrypted input data, they produce an output that can be homomorphically decrypted. Encryption and decryption use a secret key known to the collaborating Edge node but not to the Cloud. This means that encryption and decryption only happen on those Edge nodes sharing the same secret key. The main advantage of such approach is that ASCAPE Cloud may be used for both training and model inference without accessing unencrypted data.

Proposed the ASCAPE Open AI architecture provides the common building blocks for different Medical and Health Information Systems (HISs) and supports personalised medical decisions that physicians make for their patients.

The main building blocks contain a number of components for implementation of a range of functionalities.

**HIS-ASCAPE Integration Components** allow an existing HIS to send patients’ data to ASCAPE and also integrate the ASCAPE widgets and supporting backend code that provides
Figure 1. The ASCAPE AI architecture.

the HIS with ASCAPE functionality identical to the stand-alone ASCAPE Dashboard’s and also offering physicians the additional ASCAPE benefits.

The ASCAPE Data Aggregators provide support to sending to the ASCAPE Edge node additional patient-related data not collected by the HIS (but rather by ASCAPE-compatible Data Adaptors deployed locally or remotely, like wearable, smart devices).

The ASCAPE Dashboard – if ASCAPE is not sufficiently integrated into the HIS physician may use it in order to access ASCAPE functionality including AI-assisted monitoring of patients’ QoL status and recording information about proposed interventions.

The ASCAPE Edge Components – collaborate with the HIS and the Dashboard and with the ASCAPE Cloud which coordinates privacy-compliant collaborative model training with all participating health institutions, i.e. Edge nodes. In such a way, it provides collaboratively training predictive models to all participating health institutions. For Edge node components that interact with the ASCAPE Cloud all interactions are initiated from Edge nodes towards the Cloud in order to fit as best as possible to firewall settings in place at health institutions ICT environments.

The ASCAPE Cloud Components allow privacy-preserving ML technologies on the ASCAPE Cloud: (i) the coordination and storage components for FL, (ii) the training, storage components for model training on homomorphically encrypted data and encrypted predictions and (iii) the components used for collaborative surrogate model training (belonging to used XAI techniques within ASCAPE).

The ASCAPE Security GateKeeper – provides centralised authentication, authorisation and auditing so that all components can communicate through a secure environment. It is a flexible, modular solution to address user-level and component-level access. The main aim is to allow integration with HIS user identity that follows authentication standards.
The ASCAPE Edge Security GateKeeper and the ASCAPE Cloud Security GateKeeper encompass components deployed at the Edge and at the Cloud respectively.

### 4.2. The ASCAPE – patients data pre-processing

The component responsible for the storage of all patients’ data is Redacted Patient Data Manager. The data for a patient consist of data received from the HIS enhanced by additional data (environmental, from smart wearable devices, etc.) that are aggregated. Such data are represented in above mentioned and widely used health standard, i.e. FHIR HL7 compliant format, within the Edge node. The HL7 FHIR standard provides a unified way to store medical and health information in a database and acts as a bridge between the health institution’s way to store medical data and the ASCAPE Edge node infrastructure. The HL7 FHIR ensures a consistent way to store data that at the same time is very flexible and can be support almost any type of data.

Data can be identified using different medical and health classification systems, such as International Classification of Diseases (ICD) or SNOMED CT (for details see again Section 3). The latter is used primarily in ASCAPE to identify variables i.e. features in a patient’s record (see Figure 2).

The main reason for the selection of these contemporary medical standards for representation of patients’ data in ASCAPE lay in our intention to make the ASCAPE AI architecture open for all other health institutions interested to use it. The ASCAPE architecture offers numerous possibilities for new users like: to use it as is, i.e. as an additional Edge node with their own data; to extend different existing functionalities by introducing new AI/ML models, to use other XAI methods for presentation of obtained results, to implement new privacy preserving techniques, and so on; or extend architecture/components functionalities for completely new diseases. To make such processes easier, it is extremely important to present data from different source in the same widely recognised interoperable format.
Additional advantage of adopted standards is that FHIR resources can be easily transformed in widely used formats like XML, JSON, Turtle and other facilities to create a clinical data model that includes interoperability artefacts. The importance of such approach is that other health institutions can rather simple use ASCAPE system and its functionalities by representing their datasets using this comprehensive medical and health data terminology standardisation. The ASCAPE architecture is rather easily extendable and can successfully manage several tens and hundreds of new health institutions as it is highly based on emergent distributed Federated Learning paradigm.

On the other hand, the data presented by the HL7 FHIR standard are not directly ready to be used for ML/FL processing and algorithms. The data for ML/FL training must be tabular with the naming and order of features consistently defined across all Edge nodes and common dataset contains all features for both cancer types. As we in the first implementation of ASCAPE Architecture considered four health institutions with different data features/variables for the same cancer type it was necessary to select crucial features/variables for each kind of cancer, target variables for each QoL aspect, variables for a range of possible interventions and produce the common data model. It was successfully done as result of intensive discussions of medical and IT experts. As different types of variables for both cancers finally were adopted additional data pre-processing step was necessary to produce unified record/entry for each patient. Since the data are pre-processed and all nominal variables are one-hot encoded, the possible values of nominal variables were defined consistently.

The Redacted Patient Data Manager has a dedicated API that provides endpoints to the FHIR database to ingest or extract data in JSON format. The functionality to convert the FHIR data into tables for training datasets and pre-process them is implemented in a dedicated service. That service uses a configuration, which indicates for each cancer type which list of variables shall be used. This allows flexibility and eases adaptation to new cancer types and possible use of ASCAPE architecture with other health institutions. The ASCAPE service for data export can extract the FHIR data over network via HTTP requests or read FHIR data in JSON files from local storage.

The whole process of training or re-training AI/ML/FL models and inference making is triggered by an export. Exports can be triggered manually via a REST API or scheduled for specific daytimes. The first step of an export is to request the JSON file of all data from the FHIR database. It is structured as a list with each entry corresponding to an entry in the database. The entries differ in their structure and some information might be implicit, for example, the specific diagnosis implying information about receptors in the tumour cell. Therefore, each variable that shall be used in the input data for the AI/ML/FL models is defined in the configuration file. Along each variable, a set of rules is defined that contains patterns that decide if an entry in the exported FHIR data includes information about the respective variable and if yes, what the respective variable is. Also, the patient ID and a date or timestamp (different durations for follow-up examinations: since baseline to M3, M6, M9, M12) are extracted that are needed to write the value into a table for the respective patient. These tables are then processed into datasets for different cancer types and timestamps. After that further pre-processing is applied to convert all data numeric values. Dates are converted to months relative to the 01/01/2000 and nominal categories are one-hot-encoded. The training datasets undergo privacy enhancing methods such as outlier
detection and differential privacy and are then sent in CSV format to the Edge AI Models Manager and Edge Surrogate Models Manager as well as after being homomorphically encrypted to the ASCAPE Cloud. Part of above describer structure of the data is presented in Figure 3.

For training global models, HE Redacted Patient Manager component is responsible. This component receives and stores the homomorphically encrypted training datasets from all Edge nodes. The training datasets can be identified regarding cancer type and target variables and are combined to a single homomorphically encrypted dataset for each cancer type and target variable. These aggregated datasets are then forwarded to the HE AI Models Manager for training global homomorphically encrypted predictive models. The homomorphic encryption scheme used in ASCAPE is a variant of the MORE (Matrix Operation for Randomisation or Encryption) homomorphic encryption scheme, which relies on symmetric keys (a $2 \times 2$ matrix) and which is innovative research achievement of members of ASCAPE project (Vizitiu et al., 2020). The symmetric key is the same in all Edge nodes where it is used to encrypt the patient data before uploading it the ASCAPE Cloud.

The first prototype of ASCAPE Open AI Architecture has been implemented, and it was intensively trained and evaluated using already available datasets containing data for patients for both types of cancer (retrospective datasets) from three health institutions. In spite the fact that retrospective datasets for breast cancer did not include QoL aspects captured through questionnaires, from information of prescribed medications it was possible to derive the presence of certain QoL aspects (for Anxiety, Depression, Insomnia and Pain). For that purpose, four retrospective datasets (one for each QoL aspect) for breast cancer were produced for training and evaluating binary classifiers deciding whether a patient will suffer from anxiety (additional variable was used BcBase-Anxiety), depression (BcBase-Depression), insomnia (BcBase-Insomnia) and pain (BcBase-Pain) after breast cancer treatment. For prostate cancer used dataset contained data on patient and cancer characteristics, treatment approaches, side effects based on direct questions or validated questionnaires and QoL aspects based on a validated questionnaire. Patients’ health records also contained follow-up examinations repeated at six months intervals and QoL scores at the time
of the diagnosis and three different times relative to the date of diagnosis at months 36, 60 and 120. So, for continual observation of patients’ health status and QoL aspects and training predictive models specific datasets were created with following naming scheme DATASET-n-m for training regression models predicting the questionnaire QoL score at month m considering all patient data collected up to month n. Predictive models were intensively trained and evaluated using following retrospective datasets: DATASET-30-36, DATASET-30-60, DATASET-30-120, DATASET-54-60, DATASET-54-120 and DATASET-108-120. For prospective datasets, i.e. data collected from new patients we adopted to examine the patients’ health parameters in shorter periods (each three months), so the same dataset naming scheme is used but for period of three months (see more details in Section 5).

More details about used datasets, training predictive AI/ML models and ASCAPE Architecture evaluation can be found in (Savić et al., 2023).

4.3. Brief overview of AI/ML role in the ASCAPE architecture

ASCAPe AI architecture has been implemented, and AI/ML/FL models to support cancer patients’ health status and QoL were intensively trained and evaluated using already existing retrospective datasets of two cancer for female and male: breast and prostate. The main intention of the architecture is to be used in real health institutions for new patients and their collected data (prospective datasets). For this purpose, apart from patients’ data collected from different sources, several standard validated questionnaires are planned to be used to capture the particular patient’s QoL aspect. Medical and health experts from project consortium proposed 15 QoL parameters for breast and 12 for prostate cancer that will be predicted using developed AI/ML/FL models. “To the best of our knowledge, ASCAPE is a unique research project that prospectively investigate an AI-based approach, towards a personalised follow-up strategy for cancer patients focusing on their QoL aspects” (Savić et al., 2023).

Generally speaking, two methodologies are prevalent for training predictive models: centralised and distributed that we also adopted in our architecture. Within centralised approach, patients’ data are stored in health institutions locally and models’ training is also performed locally. However, as intention of the project is to use the ASCAPE architecture by arbitrary number of health institutions it was necessary to adopt recently very popular decentralised ML technique, Federated learning. By applying FL patients’ data collected by health institutions could be adequately processed as it enables the training of shared global models (in Cloud) while keeping all the sensitive data in local (Edge node). To improve quality of raw data, we curated and pre-processed data using two quality techniques: missing value imputation (MVI) and differential privacy (DP). The primary effect of FL is to support democratized access to ML models keeping data locally in health institutions.

The novelty in medical domain of the ASCAPE project is use of real datasets containing QoL aspects derived from prescribed medications and specific (LISAT-11) questionnaires. By our knowledge, we are the first who applied such analytical study of various ML models predicting such QoL aspects. Additional novelty is connected to AI/ML/FL approach, i.e. fact that the selected ML/FL models are examined in two different FL settings apart from centralised one (incremental and concurrent FL). The final contribution of our approach is consideration of impact of pre-processing techniques (MVI and DP) to the quality of explored AI/ML/FL models.
Within centralised approach, we used the following ML algorithms for training classification models predicting binary QoL aspects: NB (Naive Bayes), kNN (k nearest neighbours), SVM (support vector machines), DT (decision trees) and RF (random forests). For predicting numeric QoL aspects, the following algorithms for regression models are used: LINEAR (linear regression), RIDGE (ridge regression), LASSO (lasso regression), ELASTICN (elastic net regression), KRIDGE (kernel ridge regression), SVM (regression by support vector machines), RF (regression by random forests) and kNN (k-nearest neighbours regression). In application of FL, we used two scenarios: incremental and concurrent, based on neural networks as natural model choice (Ilić et al., 2023).

Detailed evaluation of AI/ML/FL approaches using retrospective datasets applied and adopted in the ASCAPE architecture is presented in Ilić et al. (2023), Savić et al. (2023).

4.4. The ASCAPE dashboard and predictive models’ results visualisation

There are multiple challenges to be addressed by an AI/ML system that aims to enhance clinical practice. After collection of patient’s data from multiple sources (EHR, wearable devices, nutrition and environmental data, etc.) and training and building high-quality predictive intelligent models, their use in real health institutions is essential. They should help physicians for assessment of patients with different stages of cancer (already under therapies, new ones, survivors) and to prediction their QoL after AI/ML models’ recommended treatments/interventions/activities during different follow-up periods (three months, six months, etc.) (Deliverable D1.1). However, a good AI/ML/FL functionality with excellent analytical characteristics is not sufficient. Some other important aspects like user experience, integration, security, privacy, and so on also must be considered. The ASCAPE presents an interesting and innovative architecture covering all aforementioned aspects. Specifically, it aims to provide physicians with an AI-powered tool that monitors and predicts the progression of QoL metrics corresponding to overall QoL and specific aspects for a specific patient and offers suggestions for interventions that could improve outcomes. The ASCAPE Dashboard being the primary interface was conceived as a tool that helps physicians better support cancer patients after their treatment by means of effective visual presentation of recorded and predicted data values through efficient and meaningful interaction. In fact on physicians interaction with the ASCAPE system, the details of particular patient are retrieved and visualised, including predictions for their individual and overall QoL aspects and AI/ML/FL suggested interventions.

The comprehensive ASCAPE personalised visualisations widget produced by the ASCAPE system (Deliverable D4.1) is presented in Figure 4.

On the top of the widget, the patient’s overall QoL timeline is presented (higher is better) and on the bottom specific psychological, physiological and other QoL aspects timelines (lower is better), just below the overall QoL or QoL aspects timeline the various interventions (non-pharmacological and pharmacological) relevant at each point of time are also visualised (as straight-line segments). In the middle, there is a spider chart (see details in Figure 5) depicting the latest recorded and the predicted values for the various QoL aspects ASCAPE deems relevant to display for the patient and a list of interventions ASCAPE deems relevant. Currently, both these lists depend on the broad cohort of the patient; it presents the ASCAPE personalised visualisations widgets inside the ASCAPE Dashboard page for a fictitious breast cancer patient.
Figure 4. The patient visualisations widget of the ASCAPE system.
Figure 5. Current and the predicted values for the various QoL aspects with possible interventions.

The ASCAPE patient visualisations widget allows the physicians to get an overview of the patient QoL and the history of interventions without a litany of interactions. The default view provides both recorded data and predictions for the case that any currently active interventions remain so. Physicians can see how different choices of interventions from the previous period affect the predictions for the patient’s overall QoL and all QoL aspects simply by clicking on it. This is a simple interaction producing a predictable response from the system. Possible shortcuts make the process even more efficient. These include: “No interventions”, “Currently active interventions” and “ASCAPE-Proposed interventions”. Selecting a shortcut is tantamount to selecting those interventions corresponding to the shortcut (and no others). The third shortcut selects the interventions the ASCAPE AI/ML models predict will have the greatest overall positive effect on the patient’s QoL. One feature of this design is its combination of simplicity, usability and efficiency, both important factors for systems addressed to clinical personnel.

Another feature is that it allows physicians to easily experiment with different options but does not aim to direct them towards choosing the ASCAPE-recommended interventions.

ASCAPE, unlike the majority of similar clinically targeted AI-focused research projects, paid particular attention to providing an easy pathway for integration with existing systems. Part of this effort relates to the user interface (supported by XAI techniques) (Deliverable 2.4). The widget discussed and likewise the widget showing a summary of the current and predicted QoL aspects status can easily be embedded into existing HIS physicians are already using. Additionally, the physician may at any time allow the patient to see ASCAPE’s visualisation and explain to him/her why he/she recommends a particular intervention. Also, the physician can discuss with the patient which interventions the patient most agrees with and is most likely to follow.
The ASCAPE priority is that health institutions on the one hand maintain control of their patient data and on the other are able to collaborate on building AI/ML models capturing knowledge from multiple hospitals’ patients.

The key components of the ASCAPE architecture that highly support functioning of Dashboard are briefly presented below.

The first group are Edge components.

**Edge AI Models Manager** – This component is responsible for training local AI/ML/FL models in Edge nodes and for training global models with local data in collaboration with the ASCAPE Cloud, as well as for analytically evaluating models and choosing the ones that best fit local data. For each training dataset received from the Redacted Patient Data Manager, several types of models are trained both on local data only as well in federated manner orchestrated by the Cloud Federated Learning Coordinator (for details see Ilić et al., 2023; Savić et al., 2023). All locally trained models are stored in the component as well as any global model obtained from the ASCAPE Cloud. The quality of the models is evaluated over the locally available datasets evaluating widely used metrics.

**Edge Surrogate Models Manager** – This component is responsible for training local surrogate models (in the current implementation linear regression and decision trees as representative XAI techniques are implemented) and for training global surrogate models for global predictive models with using the local data in collaboration with the ASCAPE Cloud (Deliverable D2.4). These surrogate models are trained to make the same predictions as the primary models (of the Edge AI Models Manager) but due to their nature (e.g. decision tree models) lend themselves to being used for explaining these predictions.

**Edge AI Predictions & Simulations Manager** – This component uses the locally available models (local models or global models formed via federated learning) as well as the HE models at the ASCAPE Cloud to produce QoL-related predictions and intervention suggestions to the HIS and/or the Dashboard. The used models are those with the best evaluation over the local data and the predictions from the HE models are obtained by sending encrypted patient-specific inference requests to the ASCAPE Cloud and decrypting locally the received encrypted prediction. Furthermore, the component is responsible to compute feature attributions in form of Shapley Values to allow to visualise the impact of the different features on the predicted target values (Holzinger et al., 2022).

In addition to computing predictions and explanations, the component also precomputes intervention suggestion: the goal is to use the predictive capabilities of trained models and interventions of any kind of the patient and selected by the health institutions partners to provide for each patient with suggestions of interventions that have a positive effect on the predicted value. This is performed by simulations estimating the treatment effect of interventions (possibly also combinations of different interventions) and provide that information for retrieval by the ASCAPE Dashboard (Deliverable 4.1) to show it to the physician treating the patients, which can then take a decision.

The second group are Cloud components.

**Cloud Federated Learning Coordinator** – This component coordinates the federated training of global predictive models based on the patient data available at each participating ASCAPE Edge node. The same type of models as locally is trained in federated manner for classification and regression tasks. Specific training schemes were designed that allow for flexible addition and removal of Edge node. The federated training is not initiated by the
Cloud Federated Learning Coordinator, but rather by the Edge nodes. If an Edge node needs a specific model and no global model is available in Cloud Knowledge Manager, it starts training locally and sends it as a first instance to the Cloud Federated Learning Coordinator. If a global model is available, the Edge node updates it with its local training data and submits it again to the Cloud (incremental training mode). If the Cloud Federated Learning Coordinator detects that more than one Edge node want to train a model, it switches to semi-concurrent mode, where training happens in several rounds by collecting the trained or updated model from each Edge node, creating an aggregated model by averaging and provide that model to all Edge nodes for the next training round. All final trained global models are then forwarded to the Cloud Knowledge Manager.

Cloud Knowledge Manager – This component stores all available final global models on the Cloud, from which they can be retrieved by the Edge nodes. This way new Edge nodes entering the federation can benefit from models previously trained on data from all other available ASCAPE Edge nodes.

HE AI Models Manager – This component stores all models trained on the aggregated homomorphically encrypted datasets. They can be retrieved by the HE AI Results Manager to provide encrypted predictions on encrypted inference requests submitted from the edge components.

HE AI Results Manager – The HE AI Results component receives all encrypted inference requests for predictions from the different Edge nodes. Based on the type, it retrieves the corresponding model from the HE AI Models Manager. If the model is not yet available, it waits until the model is available. The encrypted prediction is stored in the component in order to be retrieved by the Edge node that submitted the request. The inference requests can be of different kinds: of course, any inference request in the Edge node is also submitted to this component. However, during the computation of SHAPLEY values and the training of surrogate models, further requests are created by the edge components and submitted to this component in order to determine these for the HE models.

Cloud Global Surrogate Models Manager – This component coordinates all activities to train global surrogate models (belonging to XAI techniques), both for those obtained on plain text via FL as well as for global HE models. The training is initiated as soon as an Edge node requests a surrogate model which is not yet trained. The Cloud Global Surrogate Models Manager then initiates the training both for linear regression and decision tree models. Meanwhile, the Edge Surrogate Model Manager creates the local training for the surrogate models by taking the local training dataset used for the global model, but labelling it using the predictions of the global model; in case this is an HE model, the labelling consists of submitting appropriate encrypted inference requests to the HE AI Results Manager and labelling the local dataset by decrypting the encrypted answer.

The training of linear regression surrogate models essentially works like the FL of normal models, except that it uses the training datasets annotated with the predictions. Training of decision tree surrogate models is more involved, as separate training or update of models and aggregating via averaging is not possible. Hence, for this the computation consists of two iterations using a voting system. In the first iteration, each Edge node trains a decision tree from scratch and sends it back to the Cloud, where all decision trees are collected. In the second iteration, each Edge node evaluates each surrogate model from every Edge node using its own local evaluation dataset. The decision tree with the best overall score across all datasets is then used as the resulting surrogate model.
5. ASCAPE architecture – discussion on current state and future possible use

The ASCAPE architecture brings together Edge Computing with State-of-the-Art privacy-preserving AI techniques. It combines Federated Deep Learning, Homomorphic Encryption and Homomorphic Deep Learning, Differential Privacy, Outlier Detection and Explainable AI approaches, together with finding original and innovative solutions, producing a coherent AI framework (Lampropoulos et al., 2021; Ilić et al., 2023; Savić et al., 2023; Vizitiu et al., 2020). Additionally, it allows data to remain under the control of health institutions inside their ICT infrastructures, on their local ASCAPE Edge nodes. At the same time, the ASCAPE Cloud is central point for deriving knowledge from local data it does not have access to. Open AI network allows arbitrary number of local ASCAPE Edge nodes and the ASCAPE Cloud can lead to the creation of cross-AI models of medical knowledge trained on more data that a single health institution has, nevertheless how large and well-equipped, can obtain solely from its patients (Deliverable D1.1). This knowledge can be made available to other large or small health institutions and even individual physicians. Such rich knowledge can be accessed with the help of user interfaces designed to facilitate physicians’ interaction with the ASCAPE AI functionality, taking into consideration their need to have quick access to relevant information (Deliverable D4.1).

The ASCAPE architecture covers all areas of functionality necessary to achieve the desired effect of integrating ASCAPE into clinical practice: data synchronisation (allowing the local ASCAPE Edge node to have access to health and medical relevant patient data), continuous learning (allowing local data to be transformed into cross-silo AI knowledge), obtain AI analytics on the basis of the created models and patient data (either locally or on the Cloud with patient data homomorphically encrypted) and presenting those results to physicians in a meaningful and helpful manner through powerful XAI techniques.

The architecture has been designed to work with a wide range of HIS, to allow different applications to be supported, beyond the breast and prostate cancer, to interoperate with different kinds of devices and open data sources, and even to support different AI techniques in addition to the ASCAPE implementations of Federated and Homomorphic Deep Learning.

Within three years of ASCAPE project duration, we faced different challenges and learned useful lessons while approaching to final implementation of first prototype. First version of the ASCAPE Open AI architecture that encompasses a number of predictive ML/FL models has been implemented and intensively evaluated and tested using retrospective datasets that were available from project’s health institutions.

After defining common data model as consequence of selecting variables and characteristic features/attributes for both kinds of cancer, evaluation of the architecture has been done using anonymised retrospective datasets (Deliverable 2.4) while we are waiting for collecting prospective data for new patients. First part of data management was consisted of following steps: available retrospective datasets were transformed in HL7 FHIR format; then a CSV file for each patient was produced and cluster patients with the same type of cancer were created and organised in a dataset; datasets were pre-processed applying One-Hot-Encoding, Missing Value Imputation and Differential Privacy to prepare data for predictive ML/FL models training for all ASCAPE ML/FL models. Selected ML/FL models were trained, evaluated and used for predictions of QoL aspects with satisfactory level of accuracy and reliability (Savić et al., 2023).
Further development and evaluation of the architecture were continued by using prospectively collected datasets. As number of patients in these datasets was rather small and we had not enough data for different prediction periods and for different durations: since baseline to M3, M6, M9, M12; since M3–M6, M9, M12, and so on, the ASCAPE Architecture and their functionality evaluations were conducted on synthetically generated datasets derived from available prospective datasets. In spite the fact that synthetically generated datasets did not realistic and at satisfactory level of confidence this evaluation also showed that the ASCAPE predictive models produce good performance and achieve promising results.

Another main intention of ASCAPE data management was to present patient’s data processing results in intelligent and friendly way (explained in Section 4.4). For explainability of model predictions, the SHAP framework was identified as the best basis for feature attribution. Surrogate models showed overall good to excellent approximation of the selected target model. To suggest the best treatments for particular patient, a simulation method based on the calculation of average treatment effects using cohort matching and exploiting trained QoL predictive models was adopted to be used for prospectively collected data (Deliverable D2.4).

At the moment, initial testing using real prospectively collected data is going on in one of the project’s health institutions. Full use of the ASCAPE architecture is expecting to happen in near future using prospectively collected datasets from all four project’s health institutions. These datasets consist of the collection of three main types of data. The first part includes patient’s clinical data comprises demographics, cancer-related data, medications, QoL aspects, interventions and other medical conditions. The second type of data is Weather data, consisting of temperature and daylight duration information, which is linked to each patient based on their postal code or city name. The third type of data is Activity and related data is linked to each patient and is collected using FitBit wearable devices. It consists of daily steps, activity time, calories burned, heart rate, resting heart rate, sleep efficiency and sleep duration.

The ASCAPE Architecture was designed to be easily extensible and new health institutions can use its functionalities. The creation of an ASCAPE Edge node inside a health institution’s ICT infrastructure is a prerequisite for the use of ASCAPE Architecture. Each health institution joining the ASCAPE ecosystem, needs to set up an ASCAPE Edge node and runs ASCAPE software that has access to (redacted and pseudonymised) patient data. An ASCAPE Edge node is responsible for:

1. Receiving from the health institution’s systems, storing and making available in an interoperable standard format (FHIR) redacted and pseudonymised patient data.
2. Training local and global FL models using the health institution’s patient data (if the Edge node has been configured to participate in FL).
3. Sending the health institution’s redacted and pseudonymised patient data homomorphically encrypted to the ASCAPE Cloud (if the Edge node has been configured to participate in Homomorphic Learning).
4. Training surrogate models using local data and the predictions of the respective local or global FL models and Homomorphic Learning models.
5. Making predictions, running simulations and generating results to be presented to physicians via the ASCAPE Dashboard or other similar tools.
6. Ensuring only authorised users/systems have access to the above functionality, securing communications and other security and privacy enhancing functionalities.

In spite the fact that after three years of the project duration we achieved significant, innovative and valuable results we were constantly facing different challenges and needed to solve them for the benefit of all participants and future users of our system. The following are some of key lessons learned worth highlighting:

- The interdisciplinary nature of the work reveals a long and constructive evolutionary approach and discussions to share different understandings and views on medical and health data from physicians’ point of view and ICT/technical point of view. Tight long-lasting cooperation and explanations of different understandings of the same aspects of medical and health data were challenging for both sides.

- In spite the fact that project participants came from different countries with different cultural and social background, all of them, i.e. medical and ICT experts finally recognised the necessity and challenges of introducing different, above mentioned and presented, complex technological innovations into the real medical environments and benefits that they can bring to physicians and patients in future exploitation.

- The diverse nature of each health institution, existence of different initial features/variables in patient’ datasets, different forms of patients’ records (paper documentation, simple xls records, full data representation in HL 7 FHIR format), different timelines for collecting data for new patients caused rather stressful working atmosphere and complicated a range of project activities. However, during constant meetings based on agile methodology and comprehensive explanations, we agreed about common data model and variables and characteristic features/attributes for both kinds of cancer.

- As patients’ health and medical data are very sensitive and require privacy protection according to General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR), enabling permissions to use retrospective datasets from Ethical committees of project’s health institutions was long-lasting and complex procedure that caused postponing initial activities at least three to four months.

- Different health institutions possessed completely incompatible hardware and software in their local HIS and settings. Such diversity caused a lot of problems to install necessary production environment in HIS Edge nodes to satisfy the ASCAPE Architecture requirements.

- In spite the fact that highly reliable privacy preserving methods (DP and HE) were adopted in ASCAPE some medical experts from health institutions did not allow sending neither retrospective nor prospective data to the technical partners to train and evaluate AI/ML/FL predictive models. So, specific workflows were created that caused extremely time-consuming process of training and evaluation of a range of models and accordingly preparation of results to be presented to physicians via Dashboard.

- We definitively faced a lot of complications and challenges that we should have solved during the last couple of months. However, the real-world prospective data collected about patients already provide some useful insights about their needs, which are rarely captured in the normal clinical setting. This experience is valuable for physicians in cancer patients’ treatment. However, still there is some level of disinclination of some medical experts to adopt this new approach and suspicion in reliability of presented
results for the patient. Honestly, it is reasonable and expectable as final decision should be done by physician after careful analysis of results obtained by ASCAPE ML predictive models.

- The last but not the least is existence of rather standard problem in real medical and health studies that we also faced. Contrary to the initial expectations that we will be able to recruit more than 600 new patients and collect their data during the second and the third year of the project finally we must be satisfied with about 150 patients. This rather small number of patients with different stages of illness, therapies and follow ups, of course is not enough to achieve highly credible and trustworthy results of the ASCAPE ML predictive models at the moment. However, in near future, our projection is that more health institutions will be willing to use our architecture and accordingly the better performances and more promising results of the ASCAPE ML predictive models are expected.

6. Conclusion

The aim of the paper was to present innovative ASCAPE Open AI Architecture with its crucial functionality and especially to put focus on patients’ data management, i.e. pre-processing data as input to AI/ML models training and evaluation, but also presenting achieved results in more user-friendly manner to physicians and caregivers. Now the whole system has been evaluated using already existing patient’ data (retrospective datasets). As very promising results were obtained in such a way, we are continuing our research activities with evaluation of developed architecture on data collected from new patients (prospectively collected data) expecting accurate and reliable behaviour of developed architecture.

On the other hand, rapid technological development is fundamental for implementing sophisticated and personalised medical services especially based on advances and challenges that AI/ML methods constantly bring. Development of more and more refined AI/ML algorithms influence high-quality data management and processing in obtaining more robust and effective medical predictions. The numerous challenges in applying ML in medical and health domains are oriented towards data collection and management. Any ML model depends on high-quality data, so formulating effective data management, pipelines for ML data processing and user-friendly interfaces to present achieved results becomes essential requirements in modern HIS (Alanazi, 2022).

In line with data preparation for application of advanced AI/ML approaches is privacy preserving as very prominent issue. Apart from a range of already existing methods necessity to leverage privacy-enhancing technologies is essential to reap the benefits of AI/ML while minimising the risk of data violations (Link 5). Apart from traditional methods, emerging privacy-enhancing technologies that will significantly increase privacy and security of sensitive medical and health data in the future include: Differential privacy, Homomorphic encryption, Secure multi-party computation, Zero-knowledge proofs, and so on. Within ASCAPE architecture, we verified effectiveness of Differential privacy and Homomorphic encryption approaches as guarantee for privacy preserving of sensitive patients’ data.

Another critical challenge in intelligent medical and health systems is that prediction based on ML usually does not provide clear reasons for that, especially for non-experts. At the moment, some promising techniques of XAI support better understanding of ML predictive models’ results/outcomes and increase reliability in such system. Accordingly, in
ASCAPE architecture we experimented and obtained very encouraging results using XAI techniques for presentation of results at Dashboard. Positive ASCAPE results and achievements will further direct medical research and practice in very prominent directions (Lee, Braud, et al., 2021): powerful health analytics and predictive modelling (He et al., 2019), data visualisation techniques supported by advanced XAI approaches for communication (Holzinger et al., 2022) between different users (patients, physicians, medical stakeholders), personalised therapies, recommendations and interventions.

Newest concepts like avatars, metaverse (Lee, Braud, et al., 2021), holographic constructions (Kairouz et al., 2019; Lee, Braud, et al., 2021) possess a high potential and can significantly influence future development of holistic, sophisticated medical systems (Lloret et al., 2015; Salih & Abraham, 2016). So further development of ASCAPE could go into direction of extension of existing architecture by such novel approaches, especially in rich user-friendly interface and Dashboard.

However, the near future is not so optimistic (Link 2) concerning wide use and exploitation of intelligent medical and health systems in real environments. There are a lot of problems (like diverse, limited and distributed patients' data sources; satisfactory but not fully reliable AI/ML models; rather slow big data processing mechanisms; integration of wide variety of multiple AI services) and personalised medicine has limitations that make it not revolutionary but evolutionary research domain.
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